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Abstract. Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI) captures
the temporal dynamics of neural activity as a function of spatial lo-
cation in the brain. Thus, fMRI scans are represented as 4-Dimensional
(3-space + 1-time) tensors. And it is widely believed that the spatio-
temporal patterns in fMRI manifests as behaviour and clinical symp-
toms. Because of the high dimensionality (∼ 1 Million) of fMRI, and
the added constraints of limited cardinality of data sets, extracting such
patterns are challenging. A standard approach to overcome these hur-
dles is to reduce the dimensionality of the data by either summarizing
activation over time or space at the expense of possible loss of useful
information. Here, we introduce an end-to-end algorithm capable of ex-
tracting spatiotemporal features from the full 4-D data using 3-D CNNs
and 3-D Convolutional LSTMs. We evaluate our proposed model on the
publicly available ABIDE dataset to demonstrate the capability of our
model to classify Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) from resting-state
fMRI data. Our results show that the proposed model achieves state of
the art results on single sites with F1-scores of 0.78 and 0.7 on NYU and
UM sites, respectively.
Keywords: Deep learning · ASD · 3D Convolutions · 3D Convolutional-
LSTM · rs-fMRI
1 Introduction
Unlike other fields of medicine, psychiatry lacks diagnostic criteria based on val-
idated biomarkers. Finding these biomarkers is critical for (i) understanding the
underlying neural causes, (ii) improving diagnosis and (iii) predicting treatment
outcome. Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) — a well-established
proxy for neural activity — is often taunted as a promising non-invasive tech-
nique that has enough information in them to design a robust biomarker. This
information, often present as spatio-temporal patterns in fMRI is challenging to
extract given its dimensionality (∼ 1 Million) and typical data volumes (typi-
cally < 200 samples/subjects at any given center). In this paper we focus on
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Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD). ASD represents a heterogeneous group of
developmental brain disorders characterized by lifelong social deficits and repet-
itive behaviour.
Deep learning, because of its recent success in a multitude of tasks, is being
currently explored in neuroimaging. For example in classifying Alzheimer, and
predicting disease conversion [15]. The key advantage of deep learning is its
ability to learn useful features from raw data; eliminating the need for subjec-
tive feature design as required by ”classical” machine learning techniques. But
applying deep learning to fMRI has been problematic because of the issue of
dimensionality and data volume.
To overcome these issues fMRI data are often reduced in dimension either by
summarizing brain activity spatially or temporally. In the classification of ASD
versus controls for example, several studies convert the full 4-D resting-state
fMRI (rs-fMRI) signal in to a correlation matrix. These matrices are based
on the average time course within regions-of-interest (ROI) given by an atlas
[10,1,11]. Instead of averaging over time, Dvornek et al. [8] used long short-term
memory (LSTM) cells on the timeseries of 200 selected brain regions for the
same task. Similarly, [9] applied 1D convolutions on extracted timeseries of dif-
ferent atlases. Alternatively, Li et al. [12] directly learned spatial features from
the 3D fMRI images, but reduced the temporal information by taking the mean
and standard deviation of fixed time windows. These subjective feature selection
methods could drastically reduce the ability to detect complex patterns in neural
activity and may lead to suboptimal results.
Instead, we propose to learn end-to-end from the full 4D fMRI sequences using
a framework that takes advantage of both spatial and temporal information in
the data to achieve the objective. On the ABIDE dataset, we show that our
approach can surpass subjective methods that rely on feature engineering and
we also avoid any procedure to summarize data.
2 Method
In this work we present a novel architecture for 4D rs-fMRI data with appli-
cation to ASD classification. We utilize the strength of convolutional LSTMs
(C-LSTM) in spatio-temporal feature extraction by employing a 3D variant in
our proposed pipeline. Further, we demonstrate another variation of architec-
ture that does not use convolutional LSTMs. Since LSTMs are computationally
expensive, we propose a computationally cheaper alternative with a 1D convolu-
tion for spatio-temporal processing. The idea of this variant was inspired by [9]
that demonstrated the capability of 1D convolutions to extract useful features
from time courses of rs-fMRI for the diagnosis of ASD. In addition, the compar-
ison of these two models helps to identify the contribution of the convolutional
LSTMs.
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Fig. 1. Overview of the proposed deep architecture. 3DCNN and bidirectional C-LSTM
are used to learn the spatial and long-term spatiotemporal features, following which a
3DCNN is used to learn higher-level spatiotemporal features based on the learnt 3D
long-term spatiotemporal feature maps for the final classification layer.
2.1 3DCNN C-LSTM
The main challenge in employing recurrent neural networks (RNN) in fMRI is
the high dimensionality of the data. The spatial dimension of a 4mm down-
sampled volume in MNI space is 45x54x45, where the size of the time-series
depends on the duration of the scan and the TR, and usually ranges from 100 to
400 time points. Together with the limited sample sizes, classical RNNs fail to
train efficiently on the raw 4D volumes. One alternative is to reduce the spatial
dimensions first, but that is likely to remove informative local/temporal features.
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To overcome this issue, we design an end-to-end pipeline that enables efficient
training of RNNs in high dimensional environments. Our pipeline consists of
three components:
3D CNN for spatial feature learning: The 3D CNN component in the proposed
architecture is a shallow CNN with 4 convolutional layers. The purpose of this
component is: (1) to reduce the spatial dimension of the original volume for
efficient training of the recurrent layers. (2) extract lower level spatial feature
maps necessary for spatio-temporal feature learning at the next stage. We use a
3D CNN with tied weights at all the input time steps for coherent spatial feature
extraction and efficient training.
The kernel size of each CNN layer is 3 × 3 × 3 with stride 2 × 2 × 2 to down-
sample the input feature vector. We add dropout with a rate of 0.2 to the output
of every convolution to regularize the network.
3D C-LSTM for spatio-temporal feature learning: One of the most common
choices to model temporal sequences is the LSTM. Unfortunately, LSTMs take
a sequence of vectors as inputs. This would require us to flatten our spatial di-
mensions, and thus ignore spatial patterns. Moreover, the LSTM applies fully
connected transformations to these vectors, leading to very large weight matri-
ces, unless the spatial dimensions are strongly reduced. The C-LSTM [16] solves
both problems: it replaces the fully connected vector-transformations by con-
volutions, allowing us to model the temporal information in a memory efficient
way, without flattening the spatial dimensions.
The inputs X1, ..., Xt , the cell states C1, ..., Ct , the hidden states H1, ...,Ht
and the gates it, ft, ot of C-LSTM are all 4D tensors. Let ∗ denote the convo-
lution operator, and let ⊗ denote the Hadamard product. The C-LSTM can be
formulated as:
it = σ(Wxi ∗Xt +Whi ∗Ht−1 + bi) (1)
ft = σ(Wxf ∗Xt +Whf ∗Ht−1 + bf ) (2)
ot = σ(Wxo ∗Xt +Who ∗Ht−1 + bo) (3)
Ct = ft ⊗ Ct−1 + ittanh(Wxc ∗Xt +Whc ∗Ht−1 + bc) (4)
Ht = ot ⊗ tanh(Ct) (5)
Where σ is the sigmoid function, and all weight matrices W are 3D convolu-
tion kernels. The convolutions in the C-LSTM have kernel size 3× 3 with stride
1× 1. Same-Padding is used to ensure that the spatiotemporal feature maps in
each C-LSTM layer have the same spatial size. A two-layer bidirectional C-LSTM
is constructed as illustrated in Figure 1 to encode global temporal information
and local spatial information into 3D saptio-temporal feature maps.
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3D CNN for higher level spatio-temporal feature learning: Since the 3D spa-
tiotemporal feature maps still have large spatial size, dimensionality reduction
is necessary for the final classification. Another simple 3DCNN with tied weights
is employed to reduce the dimensionality further and to learn the higher-level
spatiotemporal features, based on the learnt 3D spatiotemporal feature maps at
each recurrent step of C-LSTM. Only a shallow 3DCNN is constructed in this
implementation. Nevertheless, deeper 3DCNNs can also be used for different
configurations or applications.
2.2 3DCNN 1D
1D convolutions offer a simpler alternative to LSTMs with longer effective mem-
ory [3]. They have been successfully applied to capture the temporal dynam-
ics of the fMRI signal for ASD classification [9]. Therefore, this alternative
model applies a 1D convolution for spatio-temporal feature learning after the
3D CNN component. The first layers for spatial feature learning are similar to
the 3DCNN C-LSTM model. After the 3D convolutional layers, a global aver-
age pooling layer is added to yield a 1D vector with the length of the input
time-series. One 1D Convolution is applied on this vector with the learned spa-
tial features as input channels. Hereafter, a temporal pooling layer as in the
C-LSTM model is conducted to summarize the temporal information followed
by a fully connected layer to output the classification probabilities.
3 Experiments and Results
3.1 Datasets
We use the publicly available ABIDE dataset to evaluate our proposed pipeline.
We preprocessed the data with the Configurable Pipeline for the Analysis of
Connectomes (C-PAC) and the fMRI volumes are downsampled to 4 mm in
MNI. We use single sites to evaluate the network capacity to learn the spatio-
temporal features with a small sample size but uniform scanning parameters. We
also experiment with the multi-site data provided from ABIDE-I dataset to test
the network performance in a heterogeneous environment but a larger sample
size. For single sites experiments, we use the NYU and UM sites from ABIDE-I.
Those provide the highest number of balanced (ASD/typically developing (TD))
subjects with 184 and 110 subjects respectively. For the multi-site experiment
we used ABIDE-I with 19 sites and 1100 subjects.
3.2 Network Training
The proposed architectures are trained in an end-to-end fashion from scratch. To
speed up training and to increase the diversity of samples seen by the model, we
select a random contiguous sub-sequence of 20 time points for each instance (re-
sampling every epoch). For validation and testing, the full time-series per subject
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are used by feeding subsequent crops to the model and average the predictions
over all crops. We train our models for 500 epochs with a batch size of 8. For
optimization of the cross entropy loss function, we employ the Adam optimizer
with a learning rate of 0.0001. During training, we evaluate the performance on
the validation set every 10 epochs and use the best model for evaluation.
3.3 Results and comparison with state-of-the-art
We compare our models to previous deep learning ABIDE classification models
that handled the temporal and spatial dimensions in different ways and achieved
the best results reported thus far. We report the results for the models in Table 1
on the respective dataset. We reran the best reported experiments from [10] and
using the recommended settings and available code on our dataset and report
the results. For [9] we used the full time-series for single-site experiments and
selected for and cropped to 100 timepoints for the ABIDE-I dataset. For [5] we
report the results for the models on the NYU site from their paper. We provide
a short description of the models and input data type.
– AE MLP [10]: uses correlation matrices of the extracted time-courses from
the Craddock atlas [6] to pre-train a stacked fully-connected autoencoder and
fine tune it for classification.
– SVM [7]: uses the same input features as AE MLP to train a support
vector machine with an rbf kernel.
– 1DConv [9]: uses extracted time courses from the Harvard Oxford atlas as
input to a 1D convolutional neural network.
– CNN3D TC [5]: 3D spatial data is used in a 3D convolutional network
where the temporal information is stacked as channels.
– CNN3D MD [5]: same approach as CNN TC but only mean and standard
deviation of the temporal dimension are stacked as channels.
– convGRU CNN3D [5]: uses the 4D volume where spatio-temporal infor-
mation are processed by a 3D convolutional GRU followed by a 3D CNN.
– CNN4D [5]: uses 4D convolutions on the the 4D volumetric data.
We report 5-fold cross validation mean F1-score and accuracy for the experiments
in Table 1. The results show that the proposed architecture 3DCNN C-LSTM
outperforms other models on single site experiments by achieving mean test
accuracies and F1 scores of 0.77 and 0.78 respectively for the NYU site and 0.71
and 0.7 on the UM site. This surpasses previous methods by 10% and 8% for
NYU and UM sites respectively.
3DCNN C-LSTM however also shows a degraded performance in multi-site
environment as evidenced by the results on ABIDE-1 data that features 19 sites.
We attribute the loss of performance of our model to the heterogeneity of the
data acquired from different scanners with different scanning parameters. This
effect does not show in other methods that do not use the full 4D volumes where
data preprocessing and summarization play an important role in input signal
consistency and hence model generalization.
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Table 1. 5-fold cross validation mean accuracies and F1-scores of trained models on
NYU, UM and ABIDE-I data
Data Model Accuracy F1-score
NYU AE MLP [10] 0.64± 0.1 0.67
SVM [7] 0.6± 0.13 0.59
1D Conv [9] 0.64± 0.11 0.62
CNN3D TC* [5] 0.57 0.61
CNN3D MS* [5] 0.60 0.65
convGRU-CNN3D* [5] 0.67 0.71
CNN4D* [5] 0.60 0.68
3DCNN 1D (ours) 0.59± 0.07 0.58
3DCNN C-LSTM (ours) 0.77±0.05 0.78
UM AE MLP [10] 0.56± 0.11 0.59
SVM [7] 0.54± 0.11 0.56
1D Conv [9] 0.63± 0.1 0.62
3DCNN 1D (ours) 0.66± 0.09 0.58
3DCNN C-LSTM (ours) 0.71±0.06 0.70
ABIDE-I AE MLP [10] 0.63± 0.02 0.64
SVM [7] 0.58± 0.04 0.6
1D Conv [9] 0.64±0.06 0.64
3DCNN 1D (ours) 0.54± 0.02 0.50
3DCNN C-LSTM (ours) 0.58± 0.03 0.53
* Results as reported by Bengs et al. [5] on NYU data.
Our results for the 3DCNN 1D shows inferior performance compared to using
C-LSTMs in all three datasets. This supports the vital role of a recurrent module
in the network for spatio-temporal feature processing. However, the competitive
performance of this architecture with the 1DConv model shows the ability of our
first 3DCNN to extract useful spatial features in an end-to-end fashion compared
to using pre-computed atlases.
4 Discussion
We have introduced a deep architecture that extracts information from fMRI sig-
nals for the classification of ASD, using 3DCNN and bidirectional 3DC-LSTMs;
allowing the network to exploit local and global spatio-temporal structures.
The proposed deep architecture provides an alternative method to hard-coded
features or summary measures to reduce the dimensionality. The paper only
presents the preliminary version of the deep architecture. The 3DCNN and C-
LSTM networks can be further improved in order to obtain higher classification
accuracy. This architecture can also be used as a starting point for domain adap-
tion techniques that can be deployed to boost the performance on multi-site data
by compensating for data heterogeneity when using the full 4D volumes.
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